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Introduction

The West is lost.  Your hopes are dead.  There is no 

paradise beyond the War.  No matter what you say.  

The world is ended.  Forget your dreams and forget 

the lies whispered at fireside.  I have been West.  

Further than most.  Further than you.  It is gone.  The 

untouched land is narrow there, and grows ever 

narrower the further you go.  I travelled those paths  

years ago seeking your dream.  I found nothing but 

death and decay.  Nothing but the folly of man and the

unending power of Nature’s revenge.

Hmm?

You wish to travel that way still?  

Fool.

Best would be if you stayed here.  Here where at least 

we can wrestle life from the bitter ground.  Here 

where there are few people to taint our path.  If you 

must go you would best travel but part of the way.  

Stop at a place I visited once. Avoss.

It is a place where a miracle did happen and every day

they lived knowing they could survive only if the 

miracle kept happening.  They had Machines.  

Working ones.  From the days before.  How?  I cannot 

say.  With miracles there is no how.  There is just to 

rejoice and hope.  

And hope is all that remains.

To get there?  Follow the rumours.  Follow the 

caravans.  I have a map, but you have not the trade 

for it.

First was the End. 

After that, everything.

Post apocalyptic settings depict survival amongst the

ruins left after catastrophe has ended the world as 

we know it.  Popular examples include Fallout, 

Stalker, and Metro 2033 amongst many others.

Live Action Role Play (LARP) is a hobby in which 

players play the roles of characters in a narrative 

world defined by a setting and in which game rules 

provide guidance to resolve conflict like a mix of 

improvisational theatre, children’s make believe 

games and Dungeons and Dragons.

Avoss LARP tells the story of a settlement in a post 

apocalyptic Ukraine.  Participants can play residents 

of Avoss, portraying a single character for the 

duration of the game, day and night, with an 

emphasis on an immersive roleplaying experience.  

A player could instead represent one or more 

elements of the world outside the settlement: from 

other human survivors, raiders, traders and 

refugees, to humanoid monsters such as mindless 

radiation  zombies or mutated lizard folk, or even 

the adapted animals of the wilderness. 
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Touchstones
Touchstones are pieces of media which illicit similar 

themes to the game. These can come in many forms 

and some of them are listed here.

Music:

Hard Came the Rain – Ragnbone Man

New Blood – Koda

Dirge for the Planet – Firelake

Books

Metro 2033 – Dimitri Gluhovsky

The Mountain Man – Keith C. Blackmore

The Remaining – DJ Molles

Games

S.T.A.L.K.E.R – GSC Gameworld

Wasteland 2 – Obsidian Entertainment

Dead of Winter – Plaid Hat Games

Films

The Road – John Hilcoat

City of Ember – Gil Kenan

On the Beach – Stanley Kramer
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The World

The world ended.  There was War, of course, but the 

details were lost along with everything else.  The old 

nations before the end are names without meaning 

now. New societies have built themselves up 

amongst the survivors who cling to safe places 

tenaciously eking out the best existence they can.  

What else could they do?  They have never known 

anything different.

Everyone alive today was born after the end, and as 

each generation passes the memory of life before 

fades into myth.  It has been something about 100 

years.  Four generations of life in the new and 

changing world.   For the End was not sudden, and 

the changes continue even now.  Humanity is 

adapting.  The Golden Generation, the latest, has 

somehow begun to develop resistance to the poisons

that leave large swathes untouchable.

Much of the land is tainted.  Poisoned.  Safe tracks 

must be carefully plotted, mapped and checked. 

Winds may shift invisible toxic mists that settle into 

previously safe valleys, or polluted rivers may 

gradually wear their way into safe sources of water.  

Some plants survive in tainted places and gradually 

concentrate the toxic deposits in their branches, 

leaves and fruits becoming themselves highly 

dangerous to go near but creating oases of safety for 

as far as their roots reach.  Others grow despite the 

toxins, or grow only in safe places.  To know which is

which is hard won, and carefully hoarded. 

Animals changed as well.  Many simply went extinct. 

Others adapted and have become immune to the 

toxic areas.  They may roam safely there, needing no 

protection in their isolation.  Other places have lead 

to strange and horrific adaptations.  Gigantic bears, 

spider’s whose toxin must affect creatures immune 

to the poisons humanity spread and many others 

besides.

Humanity was not spared from change.  Chemicals of

warfare killed, but some corrupted minds, others 

bodies.  Populations rendered mindless with a 

poisonous gas, soldiers modified by gene splicing 

and twisted by drugs and training into machines of 

murder amongst other horrors.  The descendants of 

these atrocities inhabit the wastes following the 

instincts passed down by their forbearers.

Food is scarce.  Safe water safe even rarer.  Usable 

materials to make and repair objects have to be 

salvaged from the decaying remains of the past.  In 

those places where resources are available small 

settlements have formed and between them 

precarious trade routes.  Rarely can a single place 

support more than a handful of people, and rarely 

for long without help.  A brutal interdependence 

between settlements has developed where each 

fiercely protects what they have in abundance such 

that they can trade for what they lack.

Avoss is such a settlement, and by new world 

standards, a very large one.
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The Horde

    

Thousands were killed in the war by its terrible 

weapons. Many died instantly. Others were not so 

lucky. The toxins, the radiation, the harsh life they 

were forced into drove many insane where they did 

not die. Some banded together, forming packs of 

near mindless creatures. Generations passed and 

with each less and less humanity remained. Some 

sides in the war had experimented with genetic 

modification of people seeking superior soldiers. 

The horrors they created they released to spread 

panic amongst their enemies. Many were resistant to

toxins and radiation. From these two lines come the 

creatures of the Horde. Humanoid monsters that 

roam the wilderness following wild and savage 

instincts.

Players who join the Horde are representing these 

monstrous descendants of humanity. The creatures 

should have distinct types depending on what the 

players decide and each type should have different 

behaviours and attributes that are able to be 

discovered, observed and afterwards should remain 

predictable. Creatures such as feral ghouls, super 

mutants, animal-human hybrids, orc-like monsters, 

trolls etc are all appropriate. They are not to be 

“redeemable”. The are monsters. The horde is a good

place to be if you want to do lots of fighting, 

screaming, roaring and chasing.
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The Den

    

Animals care nothing for civilisation, and never have.

They care only for the real things. Food, procreation, 

shelter, and comfort. The animal denizens of the 

broken world are much the same as those before in 

this regard. Some few remain much the same entire. 

Others have been changed in many ways by the new 

environment they dwell in. Many are a great danger 

to the humans who cling to survival and others 

highly valued for their meat, their hides and for 

other aspects of their biology. People have ever been 

hunters and users of others.

Players who choose to join the Den will work 

together to represent animals of all types in the 

lands. They can do this through many means, not all 

of which involve making animal costumes and 

attacking PCs unwary enough to spot you in the 

woods. Rather we would like those of the Den to 

create an animal fully and then seek to represent it 

in the game world through all kinds of ways. Animals

of all sorts and sizes are allowed and we leave it to 

your imagination to determine the best way to bring 

the fauna, and perhaps occasionally the flora, of the 

world to life.
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The Force

Avoss is not the only settlement of humans, nor do 

all humans live in settlements. The Force represents 

the other humans of the world. Raiders, refugees, 

merchants, missionaries, settlers, adventurers and 

any other appropriate concept.

The Force is expected to represent the contact with 

the outside world for the settlement of Avos. Their 

characters may be significant threats, or perhaps 

potential allies and friends. 

They face the same difficulties as anyone in this 

broken world and can play the role of demonstrating

the dangers that humanity faces in the wild by falling

victim to the predators of the Horde or the Den, to 

toxic environments or even other members of the 

Force.

Playing characters from the Force can expect a 

highly varied experience.  This is the NPC group 

most likely to engage in active interpersonal role 

play with the Players but they also include almost 

pure antagonistic characters whose interactions will 

be aggressive, abrupt and savage along with almost 

passive characters whose only role is to die 

demonstratively and to look good while doing it.
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AVOSS

A large, well maintained, intact tin clad building.  Clean 

unbroken glass windows.  Functioning plumbing. Clean 

water. A safe barrier behind which a large community 

shelters. Functioning pre-End machines.

These miracles are gathered into one place at Avoss.  

Travelers cannot believe the fortune of the place and well 

understand the care its residents take to preserve their 

safety. Many hope to stay.

The main structure of Avoss is a large shed.  This is the 

home of the Forgery and they guard its secrets fiercely.  It 

was occupied generations ago and has been maintained 

well by following the guides recorded carefully by those 

who knew how before the End.  Along with the people of 

the Forgery it houses fantastic machines from the pre-

End times.  A generator and many tools.  Most important 

of all.  DECKARD.

A gathered Company of The Network has set their fires 

and tents near a bright green wagon where they arrange 

themselves according to their management status.   

Guides, scouts and messengers, the Company has come to

an arrangement with Avoss but such people rarely stay in

one place long.  Many come and go regularly on their 

sojourns across the wilds.

A wide cave entrance gives way to a gently sloping tunnel 

that leads eventually to a reinforced stone bunker.  This is

where the Tankers reside. There they work and rest.  The 

Bunker houses a food and water decontamination unit 

and has a bore connected to an artesian basin which 

serves as a reliable source of water.  A part of the bunker 

is given over to work and another to rest and study.  The 

Tankers vary in their knowledge, skills and professions 

but are united by the core idea of using restored 

knowledge to bring about another Golden Age.

Surrounding the settlement a line of poles topped by 

some kind of strange device.  This is the Fence.  In places 

it is reinforced by a physical barrier as well but the Fence 

itself is the key protective barrier.  Some sort of acoustic 

deterrent it makes passing near to the poles very 

uncomfortable.  It can be so painful as to incapacitate 

those seeking to cross, particularly if moving very quickly.

It is not entirely protective, being unable to stop non-

living objects makes it possible to fire bullets across the 

barrier but it provides more protection than most 

settlements and is one of the reasons Avoss is successful.  

Maintaining the Fence is one of the most important tasks 

of the Forgery, and they are often seeking materials for 

this purpose.  The devices that provide the protection are 

complex, and difficult to maintain across the years.

The limits on the size of the Fence make the community a 

crowded place, particularly if visitors of immigrants 

arrive. Most do their best to live easily with each other 

but conflict arises from time to time.  The history of Avoss

has a number of major fractures within the community.  It

is relatively rare for such to come to blows however as 

repeated violence is one of the most certain sins that will 

result in banishment.  Into the wild.
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The Forgery

The Forgery stands as a pillar of sense and science.  

With the teachings of the great Mikhail Kanidis, the 

enlightened founder of the 'Faith of the Mechanism', 

the Forgery has managed to pull together and stand 

against the bedlam of the post-end world.

The 'Faith of the Mechanism' has taught those of the 

Forgery that machines are a living being, complete 

with a soul that needs nurture.  This essential 

knowledge, together with skilled hands, created a 

perfect synergy for survival.

When the troubles came to the new world of our 

creation it was not a moment for singular people to 

step forward, but a gathering of minds to come 

together and speak as one. Learn as one. Overcome 

as one. The Forgery are well suited for such a test 

and have used their faith to build the free and safe 

town of Avos as testimony.

The Forgery stands against the calamity of life 

beyond the towns perimeter sonic-fence.  It is 

nothing short of a beacon to those rational enough to

come seeking sanctuary, giving back to humanity by 

using their expertise, knowledge and skill for the 

good of mankind.

With diverse knowledge in science and technical 

skills, each vitally important task is under the care of

one gathering of people from the Forgery.  

The Deckites tend to DECKARD, the towns last 

functioning omni-printer, able to 3d print anything 

once schematics are discovered.

The Sparx tend to the colossal generator, The Hearth,

that keeps the entire of Avos powered.

The Journalists ensure the efficient running of the 

town, skilfully checking and double checking vital 

information.

Lastly the Artificers; a wayward group who are yet to

find their true place in the town.  Keen to invent new

gadgetry, they seek their place in synergy.

Proficiency in the old ways and the new gives the 

Forgery the best chance to save humanity from a 

new world that seeks revenge for its past hubris.
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Tankers

The ‘Tankers’ are a collective of professionals 

dedicated to a unified philosophy  of knowledge 

collection and collation. It is the beliefs of the 

Tankers (colloquial shorthand for their formal name 

‘Think Tank for the New World’) that humanity is 

defined and sustained by the knowledge that they 

have gathered and attained. As such it is the duty of 

the Tankers to collect and interpret the pre-collapse 

knowledge so that it is not lost to the rigors of time. 

Tankers then use this collected knowledge to help 

and improve the lives of others, whether it be 

through medicine, food preparation or the 

application of sciences, in order to bring about the 

dawn of a new golden age for mankind.

The most stalwart of the Tankers are those who 

believe that all pre-collapse knowledge is 

irreplaceable, and that only through the full and 

complete understanding of this knowledge can it be 

used to rebuild society. They do not condone the 

application of incomplete knowledge and abhor 

those who seek to fill the gaps themselves, they 

believe the past will define the future.

A preservative tanker might be a surgeon who 

refuses to try treatments he has not read about, and 

might believe that the correct treatment for a fever is

the application of leeches, due to his reading being 

limited to texts about pre-collapse alternative 

medicines. A preservative Tanker still uses their 

knowledge to help develop mankind, but they are 

cautious and apply it only as it is understood.

Then there are the progressives of the Tankers, who 

believe that the knowledge of the past serves only as 

a foundation or stepping stone towards the 

knowledge of the future. They think that mankind 

will come together and recover best by creating new 

things, be it art, poetry 

or contemplative works. To them mankind is its 

ability to look forward and think of new ideas.

A progressive tanker might believe the best way they

can serve society is to create great works of art, they 

might perform dramatic readings of unfinished 

works of a pre-collapse poets where they encourage 

listeners to join in by filling the gaps. A progressive 

takes risks with their knowledge, striding forward to

the future of mankind with confidence.
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The Network

Others realised that while we used to adapt the 

environment to suit our needs, we now need to 

adapt. Settlement led to comfort, which led to 

complacency, which led to conflict. Those who roam 

realised the way was to return to a nomadic way, 

whether voluntarily or through being forced out of 

settlements,  The Network have formed a large, 

interconnected “family” of clans called companies. 

These companies may involve many groups of blood 

relations or loosely connected individuals who 

recognise that while settlement can lead to issues, 

cooperation is part of what makes humanity great.

The role of explorer, scavenger, hunter, cartographer 

and scientist all fall to the Networker. Hunting 

through the ruins of the past provides re-discovered 

knowledge, scarce equipment and resources and a 

connection with the wondrous past of the ancestors. 

Exploring the new environment and learning from it 

allows humanity to once again move forward.

A vast network of interconnected companies trade 

the most valuable resource to a Networker, 

information. Secret caches discovered, old poison 

left from the war moving through the land, new 

technologies re-discovered. Observation and 

education are key aspects to the The Network 

internet. A deer is seen drinking from one stream 

but not another? A good sign that the unchosen 

stream is poisoned, pass this observation into the 

internet in exchange for the knowledge that 

combining the bark of a certain tree in boiling water 

will relieve pain and thus the internet maintains a 

collective knowledge base.

Although  The Network's language has evolved from 

business speak of prior centuries, each company is 

often structured similar to a family or clan with 

intimate personal connection between members. 

Roaming the new environment has it dangers and as 

such The Network are well versed in fighting and 

survival skills necessary to keep them, and their 

company, in the black. Roleplay ideas: 

tribal/clan/communal attitude, mistrust of the 

settled, environmentally conscious, lexicon of 

business terms applied to everyday situations for 

example synergy = cooperation, 

project/venture/opportunity = quest/mission 

Costume ideas: suitably salvaged/scavenged 

outdoors/survival gear mixed with business attire, 

such as neck ties/shirts/suits 
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The Guard
The newest faction of Avoss, The Guard, have positioned 

themselves to stand between the residents of the 

settlement and the dangers of the outside.  Their 

dedication to reinforcing the wall between the pylons of 

the Fence and to guarding the gate lead to their being 

accepted by the other factions.

  

The Guard has continued to watch the wall during the 

prolonged siege by the Bratva which has stretched for 3 

months.  Winning respect for their endurance and 

dedication they have also caused some friction with new 

rules and conflict over just where their authority starts 

and ends.

The members of the guard are close to each other, with a 

camaraderie that has been born from endless long shifts 

watching the gates and walls.  Despite their relative 

newness, they are already developing traditions amongst 

themselves.

The Guard present themselves as a paramilitary faction 

within Avoss, such as their position requires. They search 

those who would seek entry, but they also repulse the 

foes of the would-be paradise. This leads to them often 

being festooned with weapons, armour and souvenirs of 

near misses. 

This military stance and their role as gatekeepers for the 

township creates friction between the Guard and the 

other factions. Every time a newcomer Guard stops a 

veteran Forger or an expert Networker the tension rises.  

The Guard know the tenuous nature of their acceptance 

within Avoss and are desperate not to fail their Duty. 

Plenty of questions still remain in the minds of both the 

guards and the townsfolk of Avoss. The Guard watches 

the gate, but will they start to police the inside of town? 

How much are they in it for their own skin? Or do these 

newcomers really believe in what Avoss could be?

These questions will only be answered with time, but its 

impossible to know if they will be answered with hope, or

with hate.
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Unaligned

Some residents of Avoss are not members of the 

organised factions. Most are relatively new arrivals 

who have not found a place for themselves.  Others 

however may have actively rejected the factions, or 

may have set their heart to one but either been 

rejected or not yet accepted.

The unaligned make themselves valuable to the 

community through dangerous scavenging work, 

tedious manual labour and guard duty.  They know 

that no settlement can welcome the useless and with

no clear factional ties they also know there is less 

leeway for them so they work hard to be needed. 

The unaligned sleep either in the shallower sections 

of the tunnel that leads to the bunker or in tents and 

makeshift buildings in whatever unoccupied space 

can be found protected by the Fence.  

Some would stay for in Avoss for long periods of 

time as members of the 'forth group'. Eager to avoid 

the squabbles of various factions of the town and 

still remain flexible enough to survive in the 

dangerous post-apocalyptic world. More often than 

not they fail to be either uninvolved or flexible, 

always being needed to keep the peace and reliant 

on the town for survival.

There is always a debate about whether to allow the 

unaligned to stay in Avoss.  Resources, morality, 

compassion, pragmatism.  All play a part and it is 

hard to know which way the debate will decide for 

any member of the unaligned.  The thought often 

weighs heavily.

When a decision is made those welcomed to stay 

rejoice. 

The others...

Avoss is a miracle.  Few are willing to leave that 

behind.  Some outcasts do not go quietly into the 

night.
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Events as they Stand

Twice we have visited Avoss.  Twice the residents of the 

town have faced mysteries and challenges.  It is with 

some trepidation we don again the cloak of our 

imagination and visit the town again.

Previously the Fence had been expanded, the Bunker 

explored and expanded, and the Network found a place 

amongst the Residents.  

But these achievements are tainted by memories of 

betrayal .  The people of Nedozarky are dead or scattered,

their search for refuge rejected by Avoss and many of 

their number slaughtered at the gates. 

Further threats have arisen in the form of strange 

creatures directed by a monstrous, powerful creature 

whose motivations remain hidden.  

An unknown disaster has struck another nearby 

settlement, Sargut, and laid it to waste.  Some of those 

who fled Sargut managed to convince Avoss to take them 

in.  There are fears that this disaster will happen again, 

and may even come to Avoss itself.

More urgently the town has been suffering beneath the 

strangling grip of a seige by the Bratva Puushka.  Held off 

when last we visited Avoss they have blocked the paths 

out of the town and greet any who would seek to travel 

with firepower that the people of Avoss have been unable

to overcome.  Food is becoming scarce and is only 

supplied by brave, individuals who use the cover of 

darkness to allow them to carefully sneak past the patrols

and guards of the Bratva to search for supplies, or who 

have managed to find a way to bribe certain of the forces 

surrounding the town.  Both are risky, and there are some

who have gone missing, feared dead or captured.
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What you need

Residents of Avoss are in play from the beginning of the 

game Friday through to the end of the game on Sunday.  It

is important to bring clothing appropriate to weather 

expected.  Changes of clothes, especially underclothes, 

and multiple layers along with good, sturdy footwear is 

important and spare socks highly recommended.  NPC 

players can schedule themselves breaks to go home to 

change, sleep or simply rest so may not need as much 

gear.  They may end up with more though, depending on 

what character types they have dreamed up to represent 

over the weekend.

Your costume should be appropriate to your character/s 

and the setting while also being functional to wear 

comfortably over a weekend.  Remember that this is a 

post-apocalyptic game so try to weather your clothing 

and accessories appropriately. Extra accessories that may

allow you to create a different character should your 

original die is not a bad idea.

For crafters we encourage bringing appropriate projects 

of your own to work on during crafting.  There will be 

tools and some materials provided for this purpose as 

well.

Sleeping arrangements will vary and it is important to 

consider this early to ensure you have appropriate 

blankets, swags and perhaps tents to be able to be 

comfortable.  Regardless of character there will be 

available sleeping space for every player at the game.  

Some of this may be camping sites but there will not be 

out of character sleeping areas for PC residents of Avoss 

(even though people are considered out of character 

when actually asleep).

Food for two meals a day will be provided, along with 

water and cordial, other snacks and drinks will need to be

brought with you and we encourage the use of nutritious 

snacks that do not require much preparation.  Where 

possible PCs should try to make any snack food setting 

appropriate.  A water container that can be carried in 

character is a very good idea.  Bottled water is 

discouraged on site.  Alcohol is allowed but not supplied 

and must be consumed responsibly.

Remember toiletries and at least one towel.  Deodorant is

much appreciated as much of the game will be in close 

quarters.  There are showers available but experience 

tells us some people get too busy for such things at LARP 

so at the least bring something to minimise the damage to

others.

Lockers are available in the game area and if you have 

anything you want to lock away bring a padlock for the 

locker.

There will be areas where phones can be charged but as 

these devices are NOT in character please use them only 

when absolutely necessary and avoid ruining immersion.

Smokers should ensure that they pay attention during the

briefing about non-smoking areas and must carry a 

personal butt disposal tin or similar for any litter.

Illicit drugs are not welcome.
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Timetable

Friday of Game

10:00 – Earliest Arrival for participants: Note that LUNCH

is not provided

12:30 - Initial Welcome and immediate site and safety 

brief. 

13:00 - Basic Mechanics Workshops for all participants.

14:00 - Advanced Mechanics workshops for Players. NPC 

players handed over to their Storytellers for camp setup, 

costuming and preparation.

15:00 - Players separate into Factions for 

characterisation, environment and costume workshops.

16:30 - Last Minute brief. 

17:00 - Players and NPCs get into costume and prepare 

for game start.

Dusk – Game Start (this is any time from 1830-1930 

depending on the time of sunset)

20:00 - Dinner

Saturday

08:00 – Breakfast

12:30 - Lunch

18:00 – Dinner

Sunday

DAWN: Game Ends

0800: Breakfast (Out of Character)

0900: Debrief

Rest of the day: recovery and pack up.
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NPC Details

Being a non-player character (NPC) gives you two 

major benefits over a Player Character;

- Flexibility of Role

- Choice.

With these in mind how you approach the game will 

be based a lot on the choices you make. 

Regardless of which NPC group you are with 

remaining active and in communication with other 

members not only allows you to stay aware of the 

game as it approaches, but also allows you to plan 

better and more interesting encounters. It could be 

the difference between playing a stumbling zombie 

thirty times or mixing it up with emotional 

encounters, climactic boss battles and stealth 

missions.

When it comes to game day your requirements are 

also flexible. The initial gameplay mechanics 

workshops are important since it allows you a 

practical experience of most rules-heavy aspect of 

your interaction with the players. However the rest 

of the game up until 18:00 is preparation and getting

settled in for the weekend. This enables plenty of 

time for you to set up your OOC supplies, last minute

costume preparations and go off site for supplies. 

The friday night of game is likely to be some of the 

most chaotic as new characters are introduced and 

the systems of management for the town take a 

moment to whirr into life. This is your chance to 

make an immediate impact when the players will 

likely be the least prepared. With that in mind, 

spending some part of Friday organising scenes for 

the night would be a good idea.

All of this is in aid of providing a gripping world for 

the players and you to experience over the course of 

the weekend. And of course to earn points.

For each character type and/or encounter there will 

be goal cards available which detail the basic 

information for the character you are representing 

and its goals.  These are guidelines and you can 

personalise them to some degree but any major 

deviation should be discussed before bringing it into 

game, particularly with the storyteller of your 

faction.

It is entirely OK for you to spend a little time playing 

a character type from another non-resident faction if

desired but make sure you fully understand the role 

you are playing.

See you there!
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PC Details

A Player Character (PC) is created by the person 

who will represent that character at the game. These

PCs are part of the community of the settlement of 

Avos, and together they create the story of the town.

As a small community that relies on each other every

PC can be an important part of the social fabric and 

is certainly an important part of the developing 

story of Avos. For this reason it is expected that, as 

far as is possible, a PC will be present for the entire 

game.

The community of Avos is defined into four groups. 

Three of these factions are clearly defined 

organisations, the Forgery, the Tankers and the The 

Network, and the fourth consists of everyone else in 

the town. Personal relationships can of course run 

counter to group politics and members of one 

faction may have different opinions to each on any 

number of subjects but in general when push comes 

to shove most will support each other against the 

others.

When creating your PC the first thing to do is to 

create a concept of who your character is. This can 

be any sort of idea from which the character is 

inspired and should always be referred back to 

when considering later elements of the character 

creation. Then you should expand that concept to 

describe the important aspects of the character.  

This can include notes on their origin, on their 

relationships to other characters, their motivations, 

ideals, beliefs, hopes, doubts, fears and regrets. You 

are encouraged to read through the available 

documents and work with other players and 

Organisers to ensure your character will fit into the 

post-apocalyptic world of Avos. Following this 

background work on who your character is you 

complete the character by following the steps 

outlined in  the character creation setting.

Playing your character involves representing it 

within the community of Avos. You should do your 

best to wear costume appropriate to the setting as 

well as use accessories that suit. We encourage a 

high standard of costume and there are many 

resources to assist you in creating a look that you 

can be proud of.   Given that a game runs for more 

than one day and weather is variable we encourage 

you to consider changes of clothes for your 

character as well as appropriate gear for them to 

survive. Remember that resources are limited and as

such no one should have too much gear.

In addition to preparing the personal costume and 

gear for your character it is encouraged that players 

will assist their faction in producing props, set 

dressing, lighting and other help as required in 

order to make the game as immersive as possible. 

The Organiser team will be providing much of this 

but may ask for a little help from time to time for 

specific elements. As a PC ticket does cost real world 

money to purchase there is no requirement to 

contribute to these community activities but in our 

LARP careers players who get involved in building 

the game world tend to have a more complete player

experience.
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Character Creation

Creating your character for Avoss is a simple two 

step system that we’ve broken down into seven steps

to show how the system works in greater detail and 

to make sure nothing gets missed.

Step 1. Concept

Your character concept acts as your blueprint and 

inspiration as you go through the rest of this process.

What/who/how do you want to play Avoss? The 

answer could be a single sentence or a couple of 

pages. It is here that you should consider who your 

character is, what they do, how you want to play 

them and how they fit into the world. 

The Avoss team has a few pieces of advice in writing 

your concept;

• Play a person, not a hero. Avoss is not a story 

of great people and their deeds. It's a story 

about a place. A person with flaws, fears and 

favours will fit better than a hero.

• Short backstories are generally better. Your 

time at the game should be your character's 

story, rather than it’s epilogue. A good rule of 

thumb is to set up the events of the game to 

likely be the most interesting time of your 

characters life.

• Jump ahead and have a look at the rules 

associated with what your character will be 

hoping to do. It might suck to get to game and

realise you don't like them.

Mark is interested in playing a medical character 

focused on surgery. His concept is a beleaguered but 

dedicated surgeon just trying to save every last 

person. He decides that his character came from 

another settlement that succumbed to an epidemic 

since then he’s dedicated himself to trying to keep his 

new home alive.

Fiona wants to rock some guns. She likes action in her 

LARPs and wants to gun for that at Avos. She also 

likes the way Roaming works and decides that 

between guns and travelling she should have enough 

fun.  Guns and travelling sounds reminds her of 

western films so she bases her concept around a 

travelling post apocalyptic gunslinger.

Step 2. Accent

A part so important it gets its own entry.

All residents of Avoss have an accent of European

origin, preferably of Eastern European origin.

Why? Accents, even bad ones, are very good at 

helping people to be able to quickly tell who is in 

character, to easily slip back into being in character 

and to help bring others back in character as well. 

Keep this in mind when you are planning your 

character going forward.

Step 3. Skills

Your choice of skills will form the core of your 

character in game terms. Skills define what your 

character can do and what they have done.  When 

choosing your skills you pick:
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-1 Specialist skill 

-3 General skills

A Specialist Skill represents a lifetime of work, 

study and exposure and will be the most overt 

display of your characters skills, allowing them to 

save lives, explore the wasteland or build the new 

world. Specialist skills are few and only available at 

character creations.

A General Skill represents a knack for a certain 

subject, a strong personality trait, a useful 

experience or a social role that your character uses 

to their advantage. Certain general skills are only 

available at character creation and you will gain an 

additional general skill every two games of Avoss 

your character survives.

Some skills can be taken as either Specialist skill or 

as General skill, with the general skill being a lesser 

version of the full Specialist option.

In addition skills will provide your character with 

either Hitpoints or Cool (sometimes both). 

Hitpoints reflect your character's physical endurance

and determines how much damage you can take 

before beginning to die. Cool reflects your 

character’s mental endurance  and determines how 

much hardship and intense mental effort than can 

experiencing before breaking. 

Characters begin character creation with 1 Cool and 

1 Hitpoint. 

If there is a skill that you would like to have but is 

not listed you can write it up and see if the team like 

it.

Mark’s character is based around medicine and 

surgery. As such he takes Surgery as his specialist skill.

Next he takes Status (Tankers) as he wants to spend a 

majority of his time playing as a doctor within a 

faction that supports him, rather than working his 

way through initiation. Next he takes Spiritual, he 

figures that his hard bitten surgeon found god in the 

depths of his loss and it’s what keeps him going, it also

lets him regain cool on his own which will let him 

keep helping others.  His last skill he takes is Gone 

Hungry, to reflect his time spent wandering the 

wastes.  These skills would leave him on 4 Cool and 3 

Hitpoints, not ideal for a surgeon but he can regain 

cool easily and won’t lose any due to food.

Fiona picks Unkillable as her specialist skill, wanting 

to play an utterly tough as nails gunarm.  Next she 

picks up Weary Traveller to help her travel around the

play space righting wrongs and capping idiots.

Step 4. Gear.

Characters in Avoss begin play with 15 points worth 

of gear chosen from the gear list at the end of this 

book in the Quick Reference section.  Most gear 

won’t have an in-game mechanical effect but may 

still have a cost.  Some skills, such as Status, provide 

you with additional equipment with no cost.

Step 5. Submit.

Take your concept, skill and gear choices and email it
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to AvossLARP@gmail.com email address. With that, 

your character is submitted, the Avoss team will get 

back to you and confirm that all is in order 

(hopefully). In terms of rules you’re done and ready 

to play. But there’s still two more important steps. 

Step 6. Ticket.

To get your character completely confirmed and to 

ensure their place at Avoss you need to purchase 

your ticket. These will be available through the 

Website when it is created and are limited, so get in 

fast.

Step 7. Costume.

Finally you can get together your costume! Your 

costume should fit in the post-apocalyptic style and 

there are plenty of sources for advice in getting your 

costume together. However from a game perspective 

there are two things to remember;

-If your character starts play within a faction 

(through the Status skill) their costume should 

represent this. Check with your faction to ensure you

are identifiable.

-All of your gear needs to be represented on your 

person. If you bought it you represent it, if you don’t 

represent it, you don’t have it. 
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Skills

Barfly 

General - Your character never loses cool from 

drinking alcohol. However you are more prone to 

drinking in excess. 

+1 Hitpoint

Bloodlust

General - Your character regains 2 cool every time 

you execute a humanoid enemy. 

+1 Cool

Calm

Specialist: Gain +6 Cool

General: Gain +3 Cool

Chef de Apocalyptie

Specialist - You count as 1 person for the purposes of 

creating meals using the industrial kitchen on site. In

addition if a meal you had a part in making feeds the 

whole colony, gain 2 cool. 

+1 Hitpoint +2 Cool

General- You count as ½  of a person for the 

purposes of creating meals using the industrial 

kitchen on site. 

+1 Hitpoint

`

Counsellor

Specialist- You may attempt to help characters gain 

cool using the Counselling rules.  You may also 

diagnose and treat Long Term Trauma using the 

rules outlined in that section. 

+4 Cool

General- You may attempt to help characters gain 

cool using the Counselling rules.

+1Cool 

Dedicated Worker

General - Your character does not lose cool when 

assisting with crafting as long as you are above half 

cool. 

+1 Cool

Escape Artist

General: Able to spend 1 cool to escape bonds (ropes,

manacles etc) over a period of a minute.  Counts as 

spending 1 extra cool and 1 extra Hitpoint when 

attempting to break a grapple.  

+1 Hitpoint

Engineer

Specialist: - You count as a engineer and may use this

skill towards crafting. In addition you may draft 

blueprints for engineering and assist in drafting 

others. 

+2 Cool +2 Hitpoint

General - You can as ½ of an engineer for the 

purposes of crafting.  

+1Hitpoint

Extraction

Specialist - You may interrogate a restrained 

opponent. For every every five  minutes you spend 

interrogating your subject they lose 1 cool and must 

answer at least one question as truthfully as they 

can. When they reach 0 cool they are broken and 
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must answer at least one question truthfully every 

minute and may not lie, only avoid questions outside

of this one question. 

+3 Cool +1 Hitpoint.

Feral

Specialist - You may declare ‘Feral’ to any wild 

creatures you encounter, they will treat you 

accordingly. In addition you may enter an animalistic

state when you reach zero cool,  whilst you remain in

this state you may skip meals without penalty. 

+4 Hitpoints

General – You may declare 'Feral' to any wild 

creatures you encounter; they will treat you 

accordingly.

+1 Hitpoint.

Golden Child

Specialist - You count as immune to all level 1 & 2 

environmental dangers (Yellow and Orange warning 

signs). In addition you reduce overland travel time 

by five minutes.  

NOTE: This skill can only be taken by players under 

that age of 14 and must be taken by players under 

the age of 14.

You always count as having 4 cool.

Gone Hungry

General - Your character does not lose cool due to 

missing meals. 

+1 Hitpoint

Helping Hand

General- You can assist with any task that normally 

requires at least a general skill to take part in as long

as:

- It is not surgery worth more than 2 hitpoints.

- A character with a specialist skill appropriate 

to the task is working with you.

If these requirements are met, you count as ½ a 

person.

+1 Cool

Hidden Strength

General- Once per event you may return to full cool 

or half hitpoints in a moment you deem 

appropriately important to your character. 

+1 Hitpoint

 Iron Gut

General: You never lose Hitpoints from eating food. 

+1 Hitpoint

Iron Will

General - Your character should not lose cool due to 

non-threatening traumatic situations such as seeing 

a body,  being intimidated or witnessing an 

explosion. 

+1 Hitpoint

Lore 

Specialist: You are very well informed about the 

world around you.  When gaining this skill you are 

granted an packet that provides you with extra 

information about the world.  You may gain extra 

information at subsequent games at ST discretion.  

You should nominate 3 fields of expertise about 

which your character is particularly knowledgeable.  

+3 Cool

General: As above but nominate only 1 field of 

expertise. 
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+1 Cool.

Masochist

General - Your character does not lose cool when 

they lose hitpoints.  

+1 Hitpoint

Pat Down

General: You may declare Pat Down without 

spending cool and it always succeeds. 

+1 Hitpoint

Pick Lock

General: You are able to pick locks.  

+1 Cool

[Picking Locks:

Locked items will be marked with a card outlining 

the manner in which they can be opened including 

required skills, trait expenditure, time and/or keys.]

Pride In Your Work

General - You may double the crafting time of an item

to reduce the cool required to make it to 0. 

+1 Hitpoint

Quick Learner

Specialist: You gain an extra general skill every game 

instead of every second game.   

+2 Hitpoints +2 cool

Resilience

Specialist: Gain +6 Hitpoints

General: Gain +3 Hitpoints

Spiritual

Specialist - You may spend five minutes leading a 

ritual or prayer. Choose 1 individual (other than 

yourself) for every cool you spend from amongst 

those joining you.  These individuals gain 1 cool, or 2

cool if they have the Spiritual skill.  Cool is spent at 

the end of the sermon. You may also spend time in 

quiet contemplation befitting your characters 

spirituality regaining 1 cool for every 5 

uninterrupted minutes.

+1 Hitpoint +3 Cool

General - You may spend time in quiet contemplation

befitting your characters spirituality regaining 1 cool

for every 5 uninterrupted minutes.+1 Cool

Slayer

General - Your character gains 2 cool whenever they 

execute a monstrous enemy.

+1 Cool

Status (Faction)

General - This skill reflects your character being a 

part of one of the three factions of Avoss. Your 

character is  a member of the town and also gains  a 

number of additional items at character creation 

depending on faction as follows:

Networker - 2 Pieces of Armour or 1 Protective Suit, 

and 1 Field Ration 

+ 1 Cool

Tanker - 1 first aid kit and 1 random alcoholic drink, 
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and 1 piece of electrical scrap 

+1 Hitpoint

Forger - 1 set of mechanical or chemical tools, and 1 

piece of armour or 1 rebreather  

+1 Hitpoint OR +1 Cool

Guard – 1 melee weapon, and 6 ammo (Mega or Rival

counting as 2 each) OR 2 peices of scrap

+1 Cool

In addition your character is assumed to be living in 

the town and may start with a tent if you are not 

sleeping within the permanent structures. This skill 

is only available at character creation. Characters 

who become members of a faction during play do 

not gain the equipment and traits listed here.

Stone Cold

General - Your character should not lose cool for 

killing human enemies. 

+1 Hitpoint.

Trauma

Specialist- You count as 1 person for the purposes of 

operating on injured individuals. You only spend 1 

cool every 5 minutes instead of every 2 minutes 

when pausing a bleed out counter. 

+4 Cool

General- You count as ½ a person for the purposes of

operating on injured individuals. You only spend 1 

cool every 5 minutes instead of every 2 minutes 

when pausing a bleed out counter. 

+2 Cool

Traveller

Specialist - You reduce overland travel time by 5 

minutes. In addition your group counts as 25% 

smaller for the purposes of calculating travel time. 

This effect does not stack. 

+2 Hitpoints +2 Cool

General - You reduce overland travel time by 5 

minutes. 

+1 Hitpoint

Unkillable

Specialist - You may ignore the first time your 

character would die each event. Proceed through to 

the holding area as normal, then inform an organiser.

+2 Hitpoints +2 Cool.

Well Supplied

Specialist – Your character is particularly well 

outfitted. You start play with 10 additional points 

worth of items. 

+2 Hitpoints +2 Cool

General – Your character is slightly better outfitted. 

You start play with 3 additional points worth of 

items. 

+1 Hitpoint +1 Cool
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Life / Death

Avoss is a game in which your character will likely 

have their life threatened more than once. 

Understanding how this plays is important and if 

you’re only going to read two sections of this 

document, have it be this and the character creation 

system.

Characters have Hitpoints and Cool.

Characters can be struck in the limbs and torso with 

melee weapons. These are legal melee strike zones.

This does not include the groin or neck.

Ranged strike zones are the same but also include 

the head. 

When a character runs out of Hitpoints they become

Wounded.  

Wounded characters can stumble, crawl, 

occasionally call for help but are generally helpless. 

Characters may wear Armour. If struck on their 

armour, the character takes one less damage than 

usual, to a minimum of 0.

If a character is Wounded and takes further damage 

they begin bleeding out. 

If nothing else occurs a character who is bleeding 

out will die after two minutes.  

Anyone can pause someones bleeding out timer by 

providing first aid at the cost of 1 cool per two 

minutes. 

Characters may execute characters who are 

bleeding out.  Executing requires the character 

spend at least 5 uninterrupted seconds killing the 

bleeding out character. That character then dies. 

Generally, a strike in close combat deals 1 point of 

damage unless you feel like the strike was 

particularly heavy or dangerous. In  this 

circumstance the strike would deal 2 points of 

damage.  For example a violent two-handed swing 

of a sledge hammer would likely deal 2 damage, 

whereas a backhand swipe from a bear might only 

be light damage. 

Avoss uses NERF weapons to simulate firearms. 

These weapons should be painted and modified to fit

the games theme. Modifying weapons to fire faster 

or further is allowed. Incorporating eye protection 

into your costume is recommended but not required.

NERF Weapons firing standard or ELITE darts deal 2

damage.

NERF weapons firing MEGA darts or RIVAL balls 

deal 3 damage.  

If a dart or ball is not readily felt, it is assumed to 

have missed. In world these weapons are either 

ramshackle or in poor condition, thus explaining 
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their temperamental nature. When in doubt shoot 

for center mass and shoot plenty.

Characters who die should proceed directly to the 

holding area outside the game area to meet with a 

storyteller to work on their new character or some 

other re-entry to the game with an Organiser.
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Josef waited patiently for Alexis to return.   He gritted 

his teeth when a wave of pain threatened to 

overwhelm him.  The surgeon had told him to press a 

bundle of white cloth into the wound on his leg while 

he went for supplies.  That was minutes ago.   It felt 

like hours, but without options, Josef waited.

Finally the door swung open.  Alexis carried nothing 

new but strode confidently to his patient and, after 

dipping his hands in a bowl of steriliser, pulled aside 

the swabs and Josef’s hands.  A brief spurt of bright 

red blood splattered his face and the ceiling without 

dissuading him. He resumed exploring the wound, 

clamped a perforated vessel and expertly bound it 

with a ligature.  Accompanied by Josef’s pained grunts

Alexis flushed the wound and quickly stitched torn 

flesh.  Sighing he shook his head, turned and made his 

way back to the bar.  There would be more injuries to 

treat.

Regaining Hitpoints - Surgery 

Characters with the Trauma skill can operate on 

wounded characters in order to help them to recover 

from wounds. In the post-apocalyptic world of Avoss, 

surgery can be just as dangerous as violence, but it is a 

necessary danger for those who wish to stay alive.  

Surgery is performed as follows;

For every point of damage a character has suffered and 

wishes to have healed the surgery duration is extended 

by 5 minutes. 

After every fifteen minutes of surgery the surgeon is 

required to roll a twelve sided dice and resolve the roll 

based on the ‘surgical complications’ table. This may 

extend the surgery time or cause additional damage.

For every hitpoint healed, a member of the surgical team 

has to spend a point of cool. This occurs during the 

surgery (every five minutes) but hitpoints are only 

regained at the end of surgery.

If the operation is taking place in an unclean area or with 

unclean tools, risks are more frequent.  If either 

circumstance is present, roll for complications every 10 

minutes. If both are present, roll every 5 minutes.

It is important to note that if a character is bleeding out 

during surgery they must be have their bleedout stalled 

through the entire surgery.

Surgery requires at least 1 person with the Specialist 

Trauma skill or 2 with the General Trauma skill to 

attempt.
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Surgical Complications Table

Number
Rolled

Result

1 A masterful piece of surgery. Remove
five minutes from the overall required

time and gain 2 cool.

2 You’re doing fine. Gain 1 cool.

3 A decent stitch, remove 5 minutes from
the overall required time. 

4 The surgery progresses, no effect.

5 The surgery progresses, no effect.

6 The surgery progresses, no effect.

7 The wound is worse than you expected,
lose 1 cool.

8 The wound is far worse than you
expected and you may have made it

worse, lose 2 cool. 

9 The wound is jagged and may contain
some shrapnel, you slice your finger.

Either extend the surgery by five
minutes or take 1 damage.

10 The wound erupts in blood. The
character takes no additional damage
but is assumed to be bleeding out for

the rest of the surgery.

11 Consult the Major Surgical
Complications Table

12 Consult the Major Surgical
Complications Table

Major Surgical Complications Table

Number
Rolled

Result

1 False alarm, carry on.

2 The character suffers from
temporary paralysis from the

waist down for d12 hours.

3 The character is blinded for d12
hours.

4 The character is shellshocked
and suffers from amnesia,

forgetting d12 hours.

5 The surgery requires the loss of
a finger or toe. 

6 Patient wakes during surgery
and suffers from 

7 Massive internal infections
wrack their body. Total max

hitpoints reduced by 1
permanently. 

8 The character is horrifically
disfigured, they character

suffers numerous physical scars
on their face or forearms. 

9 The surgery discovers extensive
optical nerve damage, the

character loses an eye. 

10 Shrapnel and scarring is far
more extensive than previously

estimated. A single limb
becomes entirely unusable,
either withered beyond all

repair or amputated.

11 Through a series of cascading
failures, they expire. Inform the
player their character is about

to die. You lose all cool once
they have done so.

12 Complete and sudden brain
death. Inform a storyteller.
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Alexis sat at the bar holding a chipped glass and 

swirled the clear liquor as he sighed.  With a sudden 

movement he lifted the glass and threw his head back,

downing its contents in one swallow.  Gasping he 

placed the glass against the table and tapped again.  

As he waited the few moments before the glass was 

filled again he wiped his other hand against his sleeve,

leaving a smear of blood that he stared at blankly.  

The filled glass was emptied again.  Alexis snorted and

a moment later stood feeling recovered.  Stumbling 

slightly he made his way back to the surgery, hoping 

to finish the job.

Cool
The cool system is in place to represent the toll that 

day to day life in the apocalypse takes on the people 

of the world. Over the course of the game you will 

spend points of cool (represented by cards or tokens

held on your person) to use abilities. You also lose 

cool when exposed to dangerous or stressful 

situations. You  gain back cool through rest, 

relaxation, skills, eating and drinking. It is important 

to note that the Cool System is self-administered. 

Spending Cool

You will spend cool whenever you perform an action 

that requires it. This includes actions such as 

performing surgery, crafting supplies or brawling an 

opponent. You will know when to spend cool for 

these skills based on the skills themselves.

Losing Cool

You will lose cool in a large variety of situations 

based on your characters personality and history.  It 

is likely that you will lose more cool than you spend 

over the course of a game. While each threshold for 

cool loss is individual and personal there are a 

number of base triggers which should be seen as the 

recommended thresholds. These are:

-Every time your character suffers a point of damage

-Every time your character kills another human 

being or attempts to

-Every meal you miss

-After missing two meals, every hour after the 

second meal time, lose a cool.
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Aside from these, when you lose cool is up to you 

and your understanding of your character. This will 

be expanded prior to the game and will likely change

during the game. For example, perhaps the first body

you see rattles your character enough to lose a cool, 

but it is unlikely that the third or fourth will. 

Regaining Cool Passively

You can regain cool in a number of different ways. 

There are many skills that allow you to regain cool 

through activities such as therapy, religion and 

alcohol. These skills and those using them will 

inform you of when and how much cool to regain.  

However much like the cool system as a whole, it is 

self administered. If you finally achieved a goal you 

have been working towards for some time, feel free 

to regain some cool, within reason. 

Characters should also regain cool when they sleep. 

If you feel your character had a restful nights sleep, 

regain half your cool.

Being affected by cool

Since cool represented your characters mental and 

emotional fortitude, it affects your mood as well as 

your ability to perform certain actions. Every 

character responds to the stresses of survival in 

different ways, but take the below examples as a 

starting point for how to realise it in your roleplay. 

Being reduced to 0 cool results in a mental 

breakdown. This breakdown essentially makes a 

character non-responsive or non-functioning for a 

period of time reflecting the character. This might 

manifest as a fit of violent rage, a complete 

shutdown, fits of crying and screaming, quietly 

rocking or something else befitting your character.  

After this breakdown has passed is complete, the 

character is returned to 1 cool and must be treated 

by a character with the counsellor skill in order to 

gain any more.  Once they have reached at least half 

their maximum cool via counseling they may again 

regain cool normally.

Artyom is a Networker based around exploring the 

wasteland. He has a total of 5 cool (Traveller,  Helping

Hand and Status: Networker). While at full cool 

Artyom is hopeful and generally upbeat. He shares his 

stories readily and perhaps embellishes some details.  

At 3 or 4 cool his is focused and serious. At 2 cool he 

snaps and is prone to shouting. At 1 cool he is vicious 

and prone to shoving or other minor displays of 

violence. At 0 cool he flies into a rage and destroys 

furniture or other objects. He is likely to physically 

attack people who attempt to stop him.

Regaining Cool - Counseling

The Counsellor skill allows characters to counsel 

characters through the traumatic experiences that they 

have experienced. These sessions of counseling are a 

great opportunity to work through a characters 

experiences and expand their emotional range.

A character with counseling can treat one character at a 

time an it requires a quiet space with minimal 

interruptions. For every point of cool the patient wishes 

to regain, the session takes at least five minutes.  The 

counselor must spend 1 cool at the beginning of every 15 

minutes of treatment. Losing and regaining cool occurs in
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real time, as such if the session is interrupted for 

whatever reason, the patient still regains cool for at least  

every 5 completed minutes but the counsellor also loses 

spent cool.

Treatment for a character who has been reduced to 0 cool

is understandably more intense. This treatment is the 

same as a standard counselling session except that the 

time is extended to 10 minutes per cool regained the 

counsellor must spend 1 cool at the start of every 10 

minutes During this treatment a counselor should roll a 

twelve sided dice and consult the long term trauma table 

and reveal the outcome gradually over the session as a 

part of the roleplay.

In addition, characters with the specialist counsellor skill 

can diagnose and treat long term traumas as per the rules

on page 36.
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Long Term Trauma

Number 
Rolled

Long Term Trauma

1 Character has a complete and 
total recovery and is the 
stronger for it. They gain 1 
additional maximum cool.

2 You develop a physical or 
verbal tic that helps your 
character maintain their 
equilibrium. Lose 1 permanent 
cool.

3 Develop a phobia based on how
you lost your final point of cool.
Lose 1 permanent cool.

4 Develop a phobia based on how
you lost your final point of cool.
Lose 1 permanent cool.

5 Develop a phobia based on how
you lost your final point of cool.
Lose 1 permanent cool. 

6 The character falls back on a 
series of debilitating routines 
when under serious amounts of
stress. These compulsions may 
not be dangerous but are likely 
interrupting and irritating. Lose
1 permanent cool.

7 Your character seeks stability 
through alcohol. Your character 
can only regain cool through 
alcohol. Lose 2 permanent cool.

8 Your character finds no rest 
from sleep either due to a lack 
of it or from chronic 
nightmares. You never regain 
cool overnight from sleeping. 
Lose 2 permanent cool. 

9 The character suffers selective 
amnesia to protect themselves 
from harmful memories. You 
lose the use of a general skill. 
Lose 2 permanent cool.

10 The character becomes 
increasingly paranoid and sees 
enemies everywhere. Over time
this worsens. The character 
begins to see everyone in their 
faction as enemies. Lose 3 
permanent cool.

11 The character suffers a crisis of 
identity. Your previous life is 
horrifying to you. You lose 
access to your specialist skill. 
Lose 3 permanent cool.

12 The character is on a thin edge 
of sanity. Inform an ST and you 
will be given a instability deck. 
Draw from this deck hourly 
until you draw a ‘break’. This 
instantly reduces your cool to 0 
and you suffer a mental 
breakdown. This does not cause
you to suffer a risk of additional
trauma. Lose 4 permanent Cool.

A character can only gain one Long Term Trauma a  day 

even if they are reduced to 0 cool again. A character 

recovers from a single Long Term Trauma between each 

game. The player can choose to have the trauma continue 

to have residual effects for role play purposes.

Treatment of a Long Term Trauma by a Specialist 

Counsellor temporarily suspends its effect.  The first 

session is a “diagnostic session”. The patient and the 

counsellor spend 1 cool and at the end of 15 minutes of 

interaction the Counsellor is ready to treat the patient. 

The diagnostic session is not needed if the Counsellor 

originally treated the character after they reached 0 Cool. 

Treatment sessions cost the Counsellor 1 cool, take at 

least 10 minutes and once completed the effects of the 

Trauma are suspended for the rest of that day. On 

subsequent days only a treatment session for that trauma

in that character by that Counsellor is required.
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Crafting

Crafting in in Avoss is a two step process in which 

characters will first design their creations and second 

being when they gather the supplies and forge it together 

into a working objects.

In general it is important to see crafting as a method of 

producing ramshackle post-apocalyptic tools and 

supplies. These items are tenuous and rarely made using 

the intended parts. Before embarking on a crafting effort, 

the following questions are ones you should ask;

1. Could this item have been made prior to 1900? 

2. Do I have a prop for this item?

3. Would my character be willing to make the 

sacrifices required to make this item?

If the answer is yes to all of the above, move onto the 

designing step.

Angelique scanned the plans.  Her heart sank as she 

realised just how poor they were and how much she 

would waste in following them.  For a moment she 

considered redrawing them but knowing the water 

pump was needed as soon as possible she instead set 

to work, taking mental notes she hoped to convert 

into better plans when time allowed.  With a definite 

resignation she knew it would never happen.  There 

was always too much to do, so good enough was going

to have to be good enough.

Designing

Present at every game of Avoss is a large roll of brown 

paper and some drawing implements. Using these 

supplies your character can design their creating to their 

own specifications. In general, the better quality this 

design is, the easier it will be to create the final item in 

the second step.  To design a project a single character 

must have the specialist skill or two characters must have

the general skill.

The quality of your drawing is not the only aspect of this 

design, here are some ideas for increasing the quality of 

your design:

- Include a cutaway section, showing internal 

workings

- Include annotations

- Include annotations from other designers and 

from other specialties

- Colour

- Include comments from ‘field tests’. 

Once you have completed your design give it to a 

storyteller. The storyteller will confer with others and 

decide upon the quality of the design and will write on 

the design three factors:

- The materials required to fulfill this design

- The minimum time required to fulfill this design

- The amount of times this design can be used 

before it fades away.

It is important to note that time and materials reduce in 

amount with quality of design whereas the amount of 

uses decreases with design quality. This reflects the 

minute detail of these designs that fades quicker and 

ensures that designing and moving forward is a constant 

aspects of the crafting process.

Once this is complete and you have your signed off design

in hand you may move onto step two; production.
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Production

With the information provided you are now ready to 

begin completing the design. With the minimum time 

required to fulfill the design you have two actions to 

perform;

1. Gather the supplies listed and bring them to your 

crafting space

2. Roleplay the act of crafting for at least the 

minimum time, divided by how many are 

participating in the production.

Avoss supplies a number of tools to assist with the 

roleplay of crafting. For mechanical engineers there are 

hand tools, sections of scrap wood, metal, leather and 

other supplies. For chemical engineers we supply 

mixtures for both solids and liquids. 

Once you have gathered both the supplies and completed 

at least the time listed you may show both to a storyteller,

who will take the expended material and sign off on your 

character retrieving the prop or beginning to use it. The 

Storyteller will then remove one of the uses from the 

design or perhaps destroy it altogether. 

Crafting Tips

The intention for crafting roleplay is multi-faceted. But in 

general crafting is hoped to provide a method for players 

to address issues with their own plans, to provide the 

atmosphere of work being done, to enforce the theme of 

scarcity and to provide its own system of goal and 

achievement. 

With these goals in mind hopefully many of our decisions 

make sense. During your roleplay there are a number of 

techniques you can adopt to make your crafting more 

enjoyable for yourself and those enjoying the ambience it 

creates. Such as;

-Your crafting time includes your gathering of supplies. 

Why not take this time to address other crafters or 

passers by, what do they think of this piece of steel? Does 

it look strong enough? Involve others in your roleplay.

-Avoss supplies a number of tools for crafting roleplay on 

site. Why not bring actual projects you need to complete? 

Or perhaps use this time to craft something to add to 

your costume? We won’t mind our supplies being used, 

especially if it goes back into the game.

-There’s nothing wrong with putting your project on hold,

pausing your clock and going to deal with whatever 

needs dealing with before returning and finishing up. And

if you return and some of your supplies are missing, 

that’s something that has happened and your annoyance 

is also your characters annoyance, use it.
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World Mechanics

As you attempting to survive your life in Avoss and its 

surrounds you will come across numerous aspects of the 

world that require some sort of game mechanic 

involvement. Their functions are listed here.

Travel

While Avoss is the story of the town of the same name, its 

people will wander far and be threatened by dangers that

are not always next door. It is in search of these dangers 

and in search of new riches that your characters may 

travel overland to new regions. Surrounding Avoss are 

numerous locations such as Courtyards, Upper Station 

and Gorsky. As the winds blow, shifting radioactive winds 

and dangers block off certain routes, locations that may 

have been accessible will be impossible to reach and new 

places will be accessible.

Certain areas of the game will be ‘gated’ and only 

accessible using overland travel. These gates enable the 

Avoss team to represent the larger world in a smaller 

space. 

Near these gates will be travel hubs, out-of-character 

marquees where a storyteller can detail your journey and

allows you to wait out of character during your travel 

time. 

Travel time varies on the circumstance and the distance 

your characters will be travelling but storytellers will 

take certain items (such as anti-radiation suits or 

vehicles), skills (such as traveller or golden child) or 

circumstances (running for your life) into account when 

calculating your travel.  But other factors such as group 

size or poor terrain may extend this time. 

Finding out what areas are accessible is a useful skill and 

there are numerous methods to predict and explore the 

wasteland present in the world. But be careful being 

trapped behind when the winds shift could be a death 

sentence.

Environmental Dangers

Environmental Dangers reflect extreme radiation, spilled 

chemicals or other dangers present in an area. These will 

be marked with tape either around the dangerous object 

or with signs and strung out tape or string to represent 

where and how bad the danger is. Danger is present in 

three severities;

- Level 1 - Green. This danger is more unsettling 

than actually dangerous. But it’s still pretty 

dangerous.  For every ten seconds in this space 

your character loses one cool. Every minute they 

lose one hitpoint.

- Level 2 - Yellow. Ok this is getting messed up. Your

character loses one cool and one hitpoint every 

ten seconds in this space or touching this object.

- Level 3 - Orange. This is deadly. If your character 

spends more than 30 seconds in this space they 

are reduced to 0 Hitpoints and are considered 

bleeding out. 

It is important to reiterate that all characters with the 

‘Golden Child’ skill are immune to level 1 and 2 

environmental dangers. 

Colours may change depending on practicality.

Eating and Drinking

Food is supplied for players in Avoss. This represents 

various meals which have gone through the required 
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decontamination of the Tankers industrial kitchen. Meal 

times are early in the morning and early in the night, 

Between these times the characters making use of 

cooking skills will place certain supplies in the cooking 

pot to create meals to feed the whole colony. 

Depending on what is placed in the pot and how many 

people have worked on it the meal will affect how many 

meals are created at each meal time. Also if certain meals 

are unsafe for consumption. 

If your character does not eat it is likely they will lose 

some cool. Missing more than one meal proceeds as 

follows; (these effects are accumulative). 

Meals 

Missed

Effect

1 Lose 1 Cool

2 Lose access to specialist skills

3 Lose 1 cool every hour.

4 Lose 1 hitpoint every hour.

5 Expire.

These effects dissipate upon eating a meal. However 

damage sustained remains until treated.

It is important to note that meals will be supplied to 

everyone out-of-character. However if your character is 

not given an in character meal you will be asked to eat it 

in an out-of-character meal.

While drinking water is always assumed to be safe and 

will not include game effects, drinking alcohol is not the 

same.  Alcohol will be present in game and has the effect 

of either giving or taking cool from your character.  

Alcohol containers will have a deck of cards with them 

which is tailored for the quality of the alcohol. After 

drinking your drink draw a random card.  2 Cool is lost if 

the card is a 2, 1 Cool lost if it is a 3-6, no effect for 7-9, 1 

Cool gain 10-King and 2 Cool gained with an Ace.  In 

general low quality alcohol will have a roughly 33% 

chance of loss, no effect and gain and the very best 

alcohols will have up to 75% chance of Cool gain.

A character will generally begin to become drunk if they 

drink as many drinks as half their maximum hitpoints 

and become increasingly intoxicated until they pass out 

at double that level.

The Barfly skill treats and 2-6 cards as 7-9 and don't lose 

cool.   They can also drink twice as many drinks before 

becoming drunk or passing out.

Out-of-character Alcohol is permitted at game 

(within reason), however in-character alcoholic 

drinks are not required to be out-of-character 

alcoholic. 

Supplies

Throughout AVOSS your character will come across 

supplies available to be scavenged and utilised in your 

attempts to survive. Any game items that may be moved 

and used will be marked obviously with red paint. When 

in doubt, ask a storyteller.

Pat Down

For a cost of 1 Cool a character may declare 'pat down' to 

another character. The victim now has two choices;

-Spend 2 cool and announce 'clean'
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or

-Declare all their inventory.

If the character has the pat down skill, the victim may 

only declare their inventory. They should decalre “pat 

down with skill.”

Weapons ,Armour and gear Maintenance

The world after the apocalypse is a dirty one.  Weapons, 

armour and firearms are likely to break down and jam 

even without use. 

To replicate this, all weapons and armour in Avoss must 

be repaired or cleaned at least once per day. If they are 

not, the next day they will cease to function. If they are 

not repaired that day, they will be destroyed the day after.

In addition  armour must be repaired after every combat 

in which it is used, in essence resetting the clock after 

each combat.

It takes at least 15 minutes to maintain or repair a 

firearm or a set of armour.  If the character has a skill 

appropriate to the task it takes 5 minutes less.  If using a 

cleaning kit for a gun or other appropriate specialised 

tools it takes 5 minutes less again, for a minimum time of 

5 minutes.

High tech equipment, which is beyond the basic 

construction techniques still available also needs to be 

maintained and repaired.  Electrical components, large 

machines, computers, and other such things require 

Engineering to maintain.  Maintenance is not regular but 

should be employed intermittently to encourage role play

interaction and storytellers may enforce it intermittently 

at times to represent random dysfunctions.

Maintenance and repair of major infrastructure may 

require access to detailed manuals, spare parts or special 

tools.  They always require either 2 people with the 

General Engineering skill (working either together or in 

sequence) or a single Specialist Engineer.

If it is noticed that someone is regularly maintaining their

equipment it is generally less likely that it will break 

down and require major parts or other difficult to correct

issues.
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Quick Reference

Crafting

Step 1. Design

Draw your design on the provided paper in the main 

crafting area. A higher quality design will result in a 

production requiring less resources and less time. 

However it will have less uses before fading.

Step 2. Production

Organise supplies and complete at least the minimum 

crafting time specified by the design. Show to Storyteller 

who will then remove a use from the design.

Missing Meals

Meals 

Missed

Effect

1 Lose 1 Cool

2 Lose access to specialist skills

3 Lose 1 cool every hour.

4 Lose 1 hitpoint every hour.

5 Expire.

Environmental Danger
- Level 1 - Green. This danger is more unsettling 

than actually dangerous. But it’s still pretty 

dangerous.  For every ten seconds in this space 

your character loses one cool. Every minute they 

lose one hitpoint.

- Level 2 - Yellow. Ok this is getting messed up. Your

character loses one cool and one hitpoint every 

ten seconds in this space or touching this object.

- Level 3 - Orange. This is deadly. If your character 

spends more than 30 seconds in this space they 

are reduced to 0 Hitpoints and are considered 

bleeding out. 

Combat
Standard Melee strikes  = 1 Damage

Elite Darts / Heavy Melee Strikes= 2 Damage

Rivals / Mega= 3 Damage

Armour Reduces all damage taken by 1 to a minimum of 0
for strikes that hit the armour.

Melee Strike Zones: Chest & Limbs
Ranged Strike Zones: Chest, Limbs and Head

0 Hitpoints= Wounded (only crawling, whispering and 
shouting occasionally for help.)

Wounded+additional damage = bleeding out.

Bleed out ends after two minutes with death.

Bleed out can be paused at a cost of 1 cool per minute.

Execution takes 5 seconds and must be performed on a 
wounded or bleeding out enemy.

Hitpoints is 1+skills.

Long Term Trauma

Number 
Rolled

Long Term Trauma

1 Character has a complete and 
total recovery and is the 
stronger for it. They gain 1 
additional maximum cool.

2 You develop a physical or 
verbal tic that helps your 
character maintain their 
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equilibrium. Lose 1 permanent 
cool.

3 Develop a phobia based on how
you lost your final point of cool.
Lose 1 permanent cool.

4 Develop a phobia based on how
you lost your final point of cool.
Lose 1 permanent cool.

5 Develop a phobia based on how
you lost your final point of cool.
Lose 2 permanent cool. 

6 The character falls back on a 
series of debilitating routines 
when under serious amounts of
stress. These compulsions may 
not be dangerous but are likely 
interrupting and irritating. Lose
2 permanent cool.

7 Your character seeks stability 
through alcohol. Your character 
can only regain cool through 
alcohol. Lose 3 permanent cool.

8 Your character finds no rest 
from sleep either due to a lack 
of it or from chronic 
nightmares. You never regain 
cool overnight from sleeping. 
Lose 3 permanent cool. 

9 The character suffers selective 
amnesia to protect themselves 
from harmful memories. You 
lose the use of a general skill. 
Lose 3 permanent cool.

10 The character becomes 
increasingly paranoid and sees 
enemies everywhere. Over time
this worsens. The character 
begins to see everyone in their 
faction as enemies. Lose 4 
permanent cool.

11 The character suffers a crisis of 
identity. Your previous life is 
horrifying to you. You lose 
access to your specialist skill. 
Lose 4 permanent cool.

12 The character is on a thin edge 
of sanity. Inform an ST and you 
will be given a instability deck. 
Draw from this deck hourly 
until you draw a ‘break’. This 
instantly reduces your cool to 0 
and you suffer a mental 
breakdown. This does not cause
you to suffer a risk of additional
trauma. Lose 4 permanent Cool.

Counseling
Standard Counseling:
5 Minutes per point. Patient/Counsellor ratio of 1/3

Extreme Counseling:
10 minutes per point. Patient/Counsellor ratio of 1/1

Surgical Complications Table

Number
Rolled

Result

1 A masterful piece of surgery. Remove
five minutes from the overall required

time and gain 2 cool.

2 You’re doing fine. Gain 1 cool.

3 A decent stitch, remove 5 minutes from
the overall required time. 

4 The surgery progresses, no effect.

5 The surgery progresses, no effect.

6 The surgery progresses, no effect.

7 The wound is worse than you expected,
lose 1 cool.

8 The wound is far worse than you
expected and you may have made it

worse, lose 2 cool. 

9 The wound is jagged and may contain
some shrapnel, you slice your finger.

Either extend the surgery by five
minutes or take 1 damage.

10 The wound erupts in blood. The
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character takes no additional damage
but is assumed to be bleeding out for

the rest of the surgery.

11 Consult the Major Surgical
Complications Table

12 Consult the Major Surgical
Complications Table

Major Surgical Complications Table

Number
Rolled

Result

1 False alarm, carry on.

2 The character suffers from
temporary paralysis from the

waist down for d12 hours.

3 The character is blinded for d12
hours.

4 The character is shellshocked
and suffers from amnesia,

forgetting d12 hours.

5 The surgery requires the loss of
a finger or toe. 

6 Patient wakes during surgery
and suffers from 

7 Massive internal infections
wrack their body. Total max

hitpoints reduced by 1
permanently. 

8 The character is horrifically
disfigured, they character

suffers numerous physical scars
on their face or forearms. 

9 The surgery discovers extensive
optical nerve damage, the

character loses an eye. 

10 Shrapnel and scarring is far
more extensive than previously

estimated. A single limb
becomes entirely unusable,
either withered beyond all

repair or amputated.

11 Through a series of cascading
failures, they expire. Inform the
player their character is about

to die. You lose all cool once
they have done so.

12 Complete and sudden brain
death. Inform a storyteller.

Skills List
Barfly General  +1 Hitpoint

Bloodlust General  +1 Cool

Calm Specialist: +6 Cool General: +3 Cool

Chef de Apocalyptie Specialist  +1 Hitpoint +2 Cool

General-  +1 Hitpoint

Counsellor Specialist  +4 Cool

General +1Cool 

Dedicated Worker  General  +1 Cool

Engineering Specialist:  +2 Cool +2 Hitpoint

General +1Hitpoint

Escape Artist General +1 Hitpoint

Extraction Specialist -  +3 Cool +1 Hitpoint.

Feral Specialist +4 Hitpoints.

Golden Child Specialist 

Gone Hungry General - +1 Hitpoint

Helping Hand General +1 Cool

Hidden Strength General +1 Hitpoint

Intimidate General +1 Cool

 Iron Gut General +1 Hitpoint

Iron Will General  +1 Hitpoint

Lore Specialist  +3 Cool General  +1 Cool.

Masochist General  +1 Hitpoint

Pat Down General +1 Hitpoint

Pick Lock General +1 Cool

Pride In Your Work General +1 Hitpoint

Quick Learner Specialist  +2 Hitpoints +2 cool
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Resilience Specialist: +6 Hitpoints

General:  +3 Hitpoints

Spiritual Specialist +1 Hitpoint +3 Cool

General +1 Cool

Slayer General  +1 Cool

Status (Faction) General 

Networker  + 1 Cool

Tanker  +1 Hitpoint

Forger  +1 Hitpoint OR +1 Cool

Guard  +1 Cool

Stone Cold General +1 Hitpoint.

Trauma Specialist-  +4 Cool

General +2 Cool

Traveller Specialist  +2 Hitpoints +2 Cool

General +1 Hitpoint

Unarmed FighterSpecialist- +3 Hitpoints +1 Cool

General- +1 Hitpoint

Unkillable Specialist +2 Hitpoints +2 Cool.

Well Supplied Specialist +2 Hitpoint +2 Cool

General +1 Hitpoint +1 Cool

Items and Cost
Starting Personal Gear: 15 Points

Alcohol (Poor Quality) -  Free (2 bottle max)
Alcohol (Medium Quality) – 1 Point per bottle
Alcohol (High Quality) – 2 Point per bottle
Armour – 3 Points per piece
Ammo (Poor) – 1 Point for 3 Elite Darts
Ammo (Good) – 1 Point for 2 Rival/Mega round
Bag – 1 Point
Bandage – 2 Points
Bike- 5 Points
Blanket  - 1 Point
Book – 1 Point
Boots (protective) – 1 Point
Chemicals – 2 Points
Clean Surgery Tools – 6 Points
Dirty Surgery Tools – 3 Points
Electrical Scrap – 2 Points
Food (1 meal preserved) – 1 Point
Gun Cleaning Kit – 3 Points
Handcuffs – 2 Points
Heavy Clothes – 2 Points
High Caliber Simple Gun – 4 Points
High Caliber Complex Gun – 8 Points
High Caliber Military Gun – 15 Points
Low Caliber Simple Gun – 2 Points
Low Caliber  Complex Gun – 4 Points
Low Caliber Military Gun – 10 Points
Map – 4 Points
Mechanical Scrap – 2 Points
Mechanical Tools  - 3 Points
Medical Supplies – 5 Points
Pillow – 1 Point
Plant Parts – 2 Points
Protective Suit – 4 Points
Radiation Suit – 8 Points
Rebreather – 4 Points
Rope – 1 Point
Sleeping Bag – 1 Point
Tent – 3 Points
Torch (Wind up) – Free
Torch (low lumen electrical) – 1 Point
Torch (high lumen electrical) – 2 Point
Weapon (melee) Under 50cm – 2 Points
Weapon (melee) between 50cm and 100cm – 3 Points
Weapon (melee) longer than 100cm – 5 Points
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Code of Conduct
Any LARP Event will have inherent dangers and it is 
in everyone’s best interests to minimise these risks 
as much as possible. The rules presented here 
supersede any other game rules and are in place 
ultimately to insure both personal and event safety.

Respect each other and yourself.

Illegal Substances and items will not be tolerated at 
any Avoss Event. 

Any real-world prejudice and bullying, be it racial, 
sexual or otherwise will not be tolerated.

Any item to be used in combat must be approved by 
a Marshall. Any person wishing to engage in combat 
must also be cleared.

Non-Consensual Sexual content will not be tolerated,
neither will explicit sexual content.

The Avoss team retains the ability to remove or 
decline entry to any person or item that does not 
meet the requirements set out by these or any other 
rules.

A Note on Cheating
This is a LARP game the focus of which is providing 
an immersive roleplaying experience. We are all here
to tell stories together and for each other.

Cheating is not going to be actively policed.  It is 
shitty and it is covered by the “Don't be a dick” rule 
already, but we are not going to be overly concerned 
unless your cheating impacts on the experience of 
others in a way that we feel is damaging.

Please don't cheat, but please also do not seek to 
police your fellow players excessively.  Certainly do 
not stop play to do so.  If you are very concerned 
then find a time that is appropriate and will not 
further impact the experience of yourself and those 
around you and tell an organiser about what you are 
concerned about.

They will do what they feel is best for the experience
we are all trying to have together.
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